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Markets and Opportunities
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MARKETS AND

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES 

OPPORTUNITIES

• Huge market – deciding how to participate

• Developing a business plan strategy

• Identifying and obtaining the resources

• Identifying initial prospects for early wins

• PPP market evolving with focus on energy,       

water, transportation, and public works

• Green projects with sustainable solutions

• New era of ‘Smart Technology PPPs’
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GLOBAL PPP TRENDS

Water infrastructure sector had substantial growth potential

ASIA

MIDDLE EAST

NORTH AMERICA

SOUTH AMERICA

• Slow to moderate growth

for water/wastewater PPPs

• Investment in water and    

sanitation infrastructure

growing

• Economies rebounding

• Huge needs and opportunities

for PPPs                                                

• China, India, Indonesia, Japan,

Malaysia, Vietnam and 

Philippines

• Exceptional growth

• Oil prices/revenues stable                                           

• Investment in infrastructure

• KSA, UAE, Kuwait, Qatar,   

Oman and Bahrain

Energy and water infrastructure sectors have       

substantial growth power



DEMANDS AND DRIVERS 

• $8 trillion in new infrastructure  

needed thru 2020

• Rapid population growth leading to 

ever-increasing demand for water and   

sanitation

• 700 million lack access to safe water    

– 2 billion for improved situation

• ADB had doubled annual investments   

in water and sanitation to $2 billion

• ADB strategic priority promoting use 

of PPPs
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Asia market for PPPs will see rapid growth because of demand

Source: ADB

Central & 

West Asia East Asia
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Asia

Southeast 
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Water infrastructure sector had substantial growth potential

“Public-private partnerships can bring about increased operational

efficiency and higher quality service”

Arjun Thapan, Special Advisor to the President, ADB

Growing consensus and surging momentum 

for PPPs in Asia and Middle East

“So much could be gained from tapping private sector participation in

infrastructure development. Public-private partnership schemes can

combine the strengths of government with the strengths of the private

sector – in particular, its ability to move swiftly and deliver high-quality

services on time”

Margarito Teves, Finance Secretary of the Philippines



Trends and Preferred PPP 

Options
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MARKET TRENDS

Water infrastructure sector had substantial growth potential

� Government agencies more willing to outsource to 

improve efficiency and performance

� Increased emphasis on asset protection practices

� Public awareness increasing around issues of water 

scarcity, quality, and conservation

� Most utilities being asked “to do more with less”

� Increased interest in sustainable solutions/technologies
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PARNERSHIPS OR P3s 

COMES IN VARIETY OF 

FORMS

Water infrastructure sector had substantial growth potential

Asset

Ownership

Build-Own-

Operate-

Transfer Concession

or

Lease

Contract

O&M
Design-Build-

Operate

Design-Build

Public-Private

Partnerships
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Emerging PPP markets with strong potential as   

a solution to debt crisis
Japan

India

China

Vietnam

Philippines

Deploying PPP schemes throughout country

PPP schemes in progress

Emerging market promoting PPPs

Continuing demand and use of PPPs

Malaysia Water strategy and use of PPPs in policy

Thailand PPPs re-emerging in form of service contracts

TOP MARKETS IN ASIA 

FOR PPP OPPORTUNITIES

Country Status on PPPs
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Ultimately, success comes from a common 

commitment from both parties



Competing for and 

Winning PPPs
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� Firms competing in specific market segments 

� Specialty contractors and consultants

� Technology firms focused on energy, water, 

transportation, sustainability

� Waste-to-energy emerging as next opportunity

� Sustainable green solutions becoming a market

� Few firms offering truly integrated solutions –

including financing and O&M

THE COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE 

FOR PPPS
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� Develop targeted and customized plans to compete 

with global competitors

� Acquire the skills and talent to train your personnel to 

compete – enhance competitive skills now

� Position early and identify strategic differentiators 

and a clear value proposition

� Focus on high-growth markets in the Middle East and 

Asia

What Can Private Companies do to 

Advance in the PPP Market?

INTEGRATED SALES 

AND MARKETING
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8 key steps to building a winning and 

successful PPP business
Research and identify the most opportunistic 

markets

1. Market assessment

2. Develop a business plan

3. Acquire strategic resources

4. Secure financial resources

5. Determine market position       

and targets

Create a business plan blueprint

Acquire the resources you need to compete and win

Ensure you have the resources in place to compete

Decide how you position in the market and target 

specific opportunities

6. Build relationships Position early and establish relationships and a 

network

8. Focus and win Be focused and sharp-target fewer opportunities  

and win them

7. Attention to details Deliver high quality material, letters and 

presentations

INTEGRATED SALES 

AND MARKETING



• New Association for PPP 

Education and Learning

• Association to include 

memberships for Companies 

and Educational institutions

• A3Pi to assume leadership 

role in Asia on PPP 

education and advancement

Introducing A3Pi

• A3Pi will offer training, PPP 

Workshops and technical 

advisory services

• A3Pi will offer a high-value 

industry newsletter to it’s 

members
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� Provide information and expertise about PPPs

� Provide guidance on PPP rules and regulations 

� Provide training

� Provide consulting expertise

� Promote market equity and fairness at all times

What can APPPI do for you? 

INTEGRATED SALES 

AND MARKETING



SUMMARY
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� Private-sector companies can compete and capture their 

share of the PPP market

� The time to act is now before market penetration is taken 

by others

� Focus on increasing competitive knowledge and know 

how

� Develop great proposals, presentations with clear 

messaging and value propositions

� Creation of an industry organization like A3Pi will help 

grow the market and industry

Summary Conclusions



SUMMARY
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Public-private 

partnerships are 

a solution and 

huge opportunity

SUMMARY


